
IMPROVEMENT CHART 
 
This is a guide to what could be achieved providing you work on your game between lessons 

and playing.  
I am not guaranteeing you will hit these numbers but they are (in my opinion) very 

achievable. 
 

Start with your average score for 18 holes then think about how much you would like to 
improve by. Find the plan that covers that number of shots and then work out how quickly 

you’d like to work on your game to achieve it. 
 

For example, if you shoot on average 82 for 18 holes and want to shoot consistently in the 
70s. You need to improve 3-4 shots per round so your options are; a maintenance plan for 
12 months = £525, a development plan for 6 months = £475 or a Game Changer plan for 3 

months = £350. 
 

Once you’ve hit your target you can then follow up with a maintenance plan to continue 
growing your game or choose another plan to take your game even further.  

The beauty of this is that the choice is yours!  
 
 
 

 

 

 Average Score Average Score  Average Score 
 75 85 95+ 
    
PLAN Shots per round 

improvement 
Shots per round 
improvement 

Shots per round 
improvement 

MAINTENANCE  
1 lesson per month 

   

3 months  1                   £140 1-2               £140 2-3               £140 
6 months 1-2               £270 2-3               £270 3-4               £270 
12 months 2-3               £525 3-4               £525 4-5               £525 
    
DEVELOPMENT  
2 lessons per month 

   

3 months  1-2               £250 2-3               £250 3-5               £250 
6 months  2-3               £475 3-4               £475 4-6               £475 
12 months  3-4               £900 4-6               £900 6-8               £900 
    
GAME CHANGER  
3 lessons per month 

   

3 months  2-3               £350 3-4               £350 4-6               £350 
6 months  3-4               £675 4-6               £675 6-8               £675  
12 months  4-6             £1250 5-8            £1250 8-10          £1250 
    
ULTIMATE  
4 lessons per month 

   

3 months  3-4               £450 4-6               £450 6-8              £450 
6 months  4-6               £850 5-8               £850 8-10            £850 
12 months  5+              £1600 10+            £1600 15+            £1600 


